A fundamental problem faced by humans is learning to select motor actions based on noisy sensory information and incomplete knowledge of the world. Recently, a number of authors have asked whether this type of motor learning problem might be very similar to a range of higher-level decision-making problems. If so, participant behaviour on a high-level decisionmaking task could be predictive of their performance during a motor learning task. To investigate this question, we studied performance during an explorative motor learning task and a decision-making task which had a similar underlying structure with the exception that it was not subject to motor (execution) noise. We also collected an independent measurement of each participant's level of motor noise. Our analysis showed that explorative motor learning and decision-making could be modelled as the (approximately) optimal solution to a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process bounded by noisy neural information processing. The model was able to predict participant performance in motor learning by using parameters estimated from the decision-making task and the separate motor noise measurement. This suggests that explorative motor learning can be formalised as a sequential decision-making process that is adjusted for motor noise, and raises interesting questions regarding the neural origin of explorative motor learning.
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Introduction
Previously, human motor learning has mainly been examined through motor adaptation tasks in which participants are exposed to a novel perturbation during reaching movements [1] [2] [3] [4] . The error reduction observed during these tasks has been conceptualised as a cerebellardependent supervised-learning process in which they learn through a sensory prediction error [3, 5, 6] . However, recent work has shown that motor learning is a far more complex process that can involve multiple mechanisms, including decision-making processes, taking place simultaneously [7] [8] [9] [10] .
One example of these motor-learning processes is reinforcement learning. This learning mechanism requires participants to explore their motor behaviour in order to identify actions that maximise expected future success/reward (in contrast with minimising the sensory prediction error). Despite being significantly slower and more variable than learning through a sensory prediction error, recent work has shown that participants are able to identify and adjust specific features of a movement, such as the curvature of a trajectory, simply through a reinforcement signal [8, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Such explorative motor learning has been explained using reinforcement models in which learning is driven by a reward prediction error. This enables actions to be selected based on the probability of yielding future rewards [11, 13, 15, 16] .
Arguably, it follows that explorative motor learning is simply a sequential decision task where the goal is to optimise reward in the face of task and sensory uncertainty. If so, participant behaviour on a matched high-level decision-making task should be predictive of performance during an explorative motor learning task. Previous work has compared high-level (economic) decision-making tasks with an equivalent motor lottery task [17, a review] . Some found that, in contrast to the well-documented sub-optimality in high-level (economic) decision-making [18] , participants were able to perform near optimal decisions in a motor lottery task [19, 20] . For example, during simple pointing movements, participants hold an internal representation of motor noise uncertainty and compensate for this variability when planning a movement [19, 20] . However, others found that participants in a motor lottery task (where the uncertainty of outcomes were primarily due to motor noise) exhibited significant suboptimal choice patterns [17, 21] . Yet, the patterns of deviation from optimal choice were markedly different from those shown in high-level (economic) decision-making. Previous work highlights that one of the unique features that affect motor performance is a noisy motor system (motor noise). To our knowledge, most of these previous studies focused on binary or one-shot decision-making and its motor analogue. In contrast, here we ask if explorative motor learning is a sequential decision task that optimises reward in the face of task uncertainty, sensory uncertainty and motor noise uncertainty [15, 22] ?
To explore this question, we investigated learning performance in an explorative motor learning task [13] and a decision-making task with a similar underlying structure with the exception that it was not subject to motor noise. We also took an independent measurement of each participant's motor noise. We formulated the learning problem as a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) and built a computational model to solve the defined POMDP. The question we asked was whether we could predict participant explorative motor learning performance by fitting the model to the decision task performance and then adding each participant's measured level of motor noise.
In addition, we were interested in whether we could predict motor learning performance as a function of gains and losses-one of the key concepts in the decision-making literature. In Prospect Theory [18] , a theory of human decision-making, gains and losses are defined relative to a reference point that shifts with the decision context. For example [18] , imagine a situation where a participant has just lost £2000 and is now facing a choice between a 100% chance of winning £1000 and a 50% chance of winning £2000 or nothing. If the participant's reference frame had shifted to account for their recent loss, then they are likely to code the decision as choice between a 100% chance of losing £1000 and a 50% chance of losing £2000 or nothing. Understanding how people interpret gains and losses is important, because, for example, it has been shown that people are more adventurous in the latter representation (i.e., loss aversion, [18] ). In the motor learning domain, research has shown that reward (positive feedback) and punishment (negative feedback) have multifaceted effects on motor learning [23] . Therefore, we were interested in understanding whether the ideas regarding gains and losses in decisionmaking were relevant to explorative motor learning.
Results

Behavioural analysis: Learning performance
We investigated performance during an explorative motor learning (reaching) task adopted from [13] and a novel decision-making (DM) task which had a similar underlying structure. In the reaching (MO) task (Fig 1A) , participants were seated at a desk, looking down at a horizontal mirror that reflected task-related stimuli from a computer screen. The mirror blocked direct observation of the index finger, which was instead represented on the mirror via a circular green cursor. Participants were asked to draw trajectories by sliding their index finger from a central start position across the surface of the desk towards a target line (thick black line in Fig 1B) positioned in front of the start position. Participants made 25 attempts (green dashed lines in Fig 1B) to approximate each hidden target trajectory (red line). Each attempted trajectory resulted in a score that indicated the proximity of the attempted trajectory to the target trajectory. Both the target and the attempted trajectory were characterised by two parameters: direction and curvature ( Fig 1C; Eq 1 ). The score for each attempt was calculated based on the errors between target and attempt in these two dimensions (Eq 2). The participants were instructed to adjust their movements' direction and curvature based on the feedback to produce movements that were as close to the target trajectory as possible. Each participant attempted to match 24 different, invisible target trajectories that varied in both direction and curvature ( Fig 1C) .
We also designed a novel decision-making task. The objective was to capture the structure of the motor learning (reaching) task within a decision-making context that was uncontaminated by motor noise. The effect of motor noise on an aimed movement is that the outcome location is a probability density function centred on the goal [24] . In the decision-making task, participants interacted with an interface using a computer mouse. The interface consisted of a two-dimensional grid with cells ( Fig 1D) . The horizontal and vertical dimension reflected two parameters: α and β respectively, akin to the direction and curvature parameters in the reaching task. The parameter values were assigned to the cells in a spatially ordered manner. Each cell of the grid therefore corresponded to a unique combination of the two parameters. When one of the cells (i.e., one parameter pair) was chosen as a target cell, the score associated with each of the cells was then calculated using the same score function (Eq 2) as in the reaching task. Once a cell was chosen (mouse-clicked), an associated score would appear in the feedback window at the top of the screen. Similar to the reaching task, participants were required to explore different cells (parameter pairs) based on the feedback to find the cell that was as close to the target cell as possible. Participants were asked to search for a series of 24 hidden target cells.
In both tasks, the 24 target trajectories/cells were randomly divided into two feedback conditions (12 of each): a positive feedback condition and a negative feedback condition. In the positive feedback condition, points ranged from 0 to 50 (Eq 2), with greater magnitude indicating greater similarity between the attempted and target trajectory (50 for the target). In the negative feedback condition, points ranged from -50 to 0 (Eq 2), with greater magnitude indicating reduced similarity between the attempted and target trajectory (0 for the target). Hence, the goal for the positive feedback condition was to achieve 50 points, whereas for the negative feedback condition it was to achieve 0 points (i.e., avoiding losing points). Participants were told which of the two feedback conditions they were in at the beginning of each target search.
Analysis of the points achieved, across both tasks, showed that participants were able to update their behaviour, based on the feedback, and produce actions that were close to the target trajectory/cell (Fig 2A and 2B ). First we examined whether participant performance was different between the positive and negative feedback conditions within both tasks. To do so, we averaged each participant's performance across all target trajectories/cells that were experienced with either positive or negative feedback (Fig 2B) . We fitted the exponential function, y = ae −bx + c, to each participant's average learning curve in each condition (across 12 targets) (Decision-Making: R 2 = 0.97 ± 0.02; reaching: R 2 = 0.89 ± 0.10). Paired t-tests on the three parameters (a, b, c) revealed no significant differences between positive and negative feedback conditions in either the decision-making or reaching task (Table 1) . Further analysis regarding the effect of positive and negative feedback is provided at the end of the results section. However, for the following analysis, we pooled data from the positive and negative feedback conditions by simply defining a negative score as its positive equivalent. For example, a score of -40 (10 points above the minimum point -50) in the negative condition was equivalent to 10 (10 points above the minimum point 0) in the positive condition (Fig 2B) . Therefore, we then had one average learning curve (across 24 targets) for each participant in each of the tasks. Next we compared the learning performance across tasks (Fig 2) . In the decision-making task, starting from 12.08 ± 6.05, the average points achieved for each target was 49.98 ± 0.31. For the reaching task, starting from 15.92 ± 4.42, the average points achieved for each target was 40.96 ± 4.67. Although participants began with a similar score across tasks, they achieved significantly more points in the decision-making task (t(23) = 9.49, p < 0.001, d = 2.74).
We also noticed that some of the participants failed to explore the curvature dimension in the reaching task. Specifically, a small subset of participants produced straight movements with little curvature (Fig 2D) . This resulted in significantly greater error remaining in the curvature dimension (Fig 2F) , and thus substantially lower points being achieved. Having quantified the amount of curvature explored during the reaching task, 4 out of the 24 participants (10, 16, 18, 22) could be considered as outliers (Fig 2G) . For the following analysis, we removed these 4 participants unless stated otherwise.
Behavioural analysis: Action change and error reduction
The aim of both tasks was to find the target by exploring a range of actions. As the proximity of an action to the target was indicated by the number of points, the exploration process may have been performed by avoiding the actions with bad outcomes (low reward, high punishment) and reinforcing the actions with good outcomes (high reward, low punishment).
Thus we expected to see participants make larger action changes after receiving lower points and smaller action changes after receiving higher points. Using the α and β parameters from each action, we determined action change, rA, between two successive actions: a t = α t , β t ] and a t+1 = [α t+1 , β t+1 ] as Euclidean distance between two points, i.e.,
As shown in Fig 3A, the action change decreased as a Fig 3A) . One pressing question is how the action change looked in terms of α and β within and across tasks. To examine this, we first fitted the exponential function, y = ae Table) . In both tasks, the errors in both dimensions were equally weighted to determine the feedback score (Eq 2). Hence, the participants learnt to treat these two dimensions equally in order to achieve maximal points. On the other hand, the error reduction rate (b) and plateau (c) were different across the tasks (S1 Table) . We postulate that this difference was primarily due to the fact that the reaching task required participants to overcome uncertainty involved in the execution of the planned trajectories (motor noise) and the lack of visual information of the executed action that was associated with the feedback score. To examine the role of motor noise in the explorative motor learning task, we obtained a measure of motor noise for each participant. In the motor noise measurement task, unlike the main motor learning task where the target trajectories were hidden, a series of trajectories was displayed on the screen (red lines in Fig 4A) . For each displayed trajectory, the participants were asked to trace it within a specific time window (> 700ms and < 1500ms). Five traces were performed for each trajectory (black lines in Fig 4A) . By comparing the direction and curvature parameters of each trace with the target parameters, we obtained one direction error and one curvature error for each trace. Therefore, we had 5 pairs of errors for each target trajectory (5 traces). Each participant was asked to trace 10 target trajectories. Hence, we collected 50 errors in the direction and 50 errors in the curvature Decision-making during motor learning (Fig 4B) . For each participant, we calculated the standard deviation across the errors in the direction and curvature parameters and used these two standard deviations as our measure of their motor noise in the direction and curvature dimensions, respectively ( Fig 4B) . As shown in Fig 4D , although participants were encouraged to replicate the trajectories displayed on the screen, the average errors made in both dimensions were significantly larger than zero (Dir: 0.10 ± 0.05; Cur: 0.12 ± 0.04).
Behavioural analysis: Exploration and motor noise
Next, we examined how each participant's level of motor noise correlated with their ability to 'find' the hidden target trajectory. First, the measure of variance from the motor noise task provided an estimate of how accurate a participant could replicate a planned movement trajectory. During the reaching task, movement variance was initially relatively high as participants explored the space of possible trajectories (including both the exploration variance and motor noise variance) (Fig 5A) . However, by the end of each target search movement variance had decreased toward to a level observed in the motor noise task (although still higher than the variance purely due to motor noise). More importantly, we found that the level of variance observed in the motor noise task was negatively associated with motor learning performance across participants. Specifically, we fitted an exponential function, y = ae 
Model analysis
The main purpose of this study was to test whether explorative motor learning and decisionmaking could both be understood as a sequential decision process that optimises reward given task, sensory and/or motor uncertainty. To this end, we framed the learning problem as a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) [25] and built a computational model to Decision-making during motor learning solve (approximately) the defined POMDP. The POMDP framework has been proposed to model a variety of real-world sequential decision problems [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] , and provides a general mathematical framework that captures the interaction between an agent and a stochastic environment (Fig 6) . It suggests an interpretation of participant behaviour in terms of maximising total expected future reward. An informal description of the decision-making task as a POMDP is given in what follows (for a formal description see the Methods). There is a set of states, each of which corresponds to an event in which the target is one of the cells in the grid (Fig 1D) . As in the experiment, the task is divided into episodes; each episode consists of 25 time steps (attempts) to find a hidden target cell. On each episode, one of the cells is randomly chosen as the hidden target cell. That is, the environment is in one of the states (Environment; Fig 6) ; and the state is not directly observable. On each time step within one episode, the model chooses an action (i.e., which cell to click) based on a control strategy so as to maximise the expected future reward (Action selection; Fig 6) . After taking an action, the model receives two signals from the environment:
An illustration of the model for the decision-making task and the explorative motor learning task. On each trial, a hidden target is chosen (Environment). That is, the environment is in a state, which is not directly observable. The model starts with an initial uniformly distributed belief state (illustrated with the red arrow on the top right). On each time step, given an belief, the model then chooses an action based on the belief-action value function (Action selection). Subsequently, the action is executed (Execution). Decision-making task actions are performed without motor noise; the model is able to choose the selected action accurately. Reaching actions are performed with motor noise; there is uncertainty between the selected and executed action. Once the action is executed, the environment gives observable feedback (o t−1 = 35 in the figure). The action and observation are then used to update the belief (Bayesian belief update). The update is constrained by the fact that participants were naïve to the score function used. We modelled this uncertainty using the likelihood uncertainty parameter (Γ; Eq 3). A new cycle then starts with the new belief state (Bt).
an observation and a reward (cost if the value is negative). In our case, the observation and reward are equal, which is the feedback score (points).
Given the defined POMDP, an algorithm can then be used to acquire the optimal control strategy for action selection. In our model, an approximated optimal control strategy was acquired (more details in Methods). Framing the model as a POMDP allows for the calculation of the optimal policy given the theoretical constraints [31] . Constraints include the uncertainty in the sensory input and the uncertain effect of executing an action. The behaviour predicted by the optimal policy is therefore the rational behaviour given the constraints. The POMDP framing thereby serves the goal of drawing a causal relationship between the theoretical constraints and the behaviour (assuming rationality, [32] ). For the decision-making task, we assumed that participant performance was constrained by the fact they were naïve to the underlying equation used to generate the score. In other words, participants were unsure how the current score (received by selecting a certain cell) related to the position of the target cell. This uncertainty was represented in our model by a likelihood uncertainty parameter (Γ; Eq 3). Crucially, this was the only free model parameter for the decision-making task. Initially, we ran the model and examined the effect of increasing likelihood uncertainty on learning rate. As shown in Fig 7 , a model with a likelihood uncertainty of 1 would find the target after approximately 7 attempts, with increasing uncertainty causing a gradual decline in the speed at which the target was found.
Model performance: Learning curve. The best-fitting likelihood uncertainty parameter was found for each participant based on their individual learning curve averaged over 24 targets in the DM task. Specifically, we found the likelihood uncertainty parameter Γ which produced a learning curve that best-fit (maximum R 2 ) each participant's average learning curve (Fig 7) . The search range was from 1 to 15; none of the best fits had values at the extreme of this range. Decision-making during motor learning representative participant's attempt-by-attempt performance to each target along with the model's prediction).
We then built a model to predict each participant's performance in the MO task. The model used each individual's likelihood uncertainty (estimated from their DM task performance), and each individual's noise parameters for direction and curvature (estimated from the motor noise measurement task). Therefore, this model was not fitted to the MO data but predicted it based on parameters derived from the decision-making and motor noise tasks. This predictive model was able to explain 0.63 ± 0.34 of the variance across the 24 participants (Fig 8) . As mentioned, 4 of the participants were considered to be outliers. Having removed Decision-making during motor learning these 4 outliers, the model was able to explain 0.76 ± 0.19 of the remaining 20 participants' variance within the MO task.
Model performance: Action change and error reduction. Next we examined model performance in terms of predicting the score-effect on action selection and error reduction across attempts. Similar to participant performance, the model predicted action change to decrease as a function of score in both the DM task (R 2 = 0.88, Fig 9A left) and the MO task (R 2 = 0.92, Fig 9A right) . The model was also able to predict the error reduction observed across 
Model performance: Predictions for each target. We noticed that participant performance was systematically different across the different targets. For the DM task, we noticed that differences in target cell location appeared to be associated with differences in starting position and learning rate (S1 Fig). However, plateau performance was similar across target cell locations, perhaps owing to the fact that most participants found most targets within 25 attempts. We examined whether the model captured the variance in performance across the targets. S1 Fig shows the Model performance: Alternative models for the reaching task. In order to understand the benefits of modelling individual motor noise and individual Gamma (Γ, estimated from the DM task) for predicting participant performance in the MO task, we compared our main model (i.e., a model with individual Gamma and individual motor noise) with two alternatives: a model with individual Gamma and average group motor noise (alternative Model 1) and a model with average group Gamma and individual motor noise (alternative Model 2). We used the mean square error (MSE) between each of the model's predicted learning curves and the participants' actual learning curves to measure model performance. A one-way ANOVA showed that there was a significant difference in MSE across these three models (F (2) Behavioural analysis: Decision-making task with 'motor noise'
The previous modelling showed that individual performance in the decision-making task (parameter Γ) and motor noise task were both critical for predicting individual performance in the reaching task. Next, we examined whether participant performance in the decision-making task would become similar to their performance in the reaching task if their individual 'motor noise' was added to the feedback they received during decision-making. We recruited a further 6 participants for Experiment 2. In this experiment, we asked each participant to complete the same reaching and motor noise task as in the previous experiment. However, for the decisionmaking task, the feedback score provided after each attempt (i.e., clicking on a cell) now included noise parameters that were equivalent to the level of noise/uncertainty observed in the motor noise task for each participant (DM+noise). Decision-making during motor learning As we said in the introduction, we were also interested in whether trial-by-trial motor performance could be predicted as a function of gains and losses. It has been suggested by a number of authors that the effects of gains and losses maybe be elucidated via trial-by-trial analysis of choice behaviour, as the outcomes of previous choices have been shown to affect subsequent decisions [33, 34] . For example, in a sequential tree search task, it has been shown that participants are more likely to curtail any further evaluation of a branch as soon as they encountered a large loss [35] . Another example of these local influences on choice behaviour is a tendency to repeat the same behaviour following a gain, coupled with a bias to switching behaviour after a loss [36] .
In Experiment 1, gains and losses are operationalised as positive and negative feedback. Here, we examine the degree of action change on attempt t + 1 after receiving a certain score on attempt t. As mentioned (page 6), the action change was defined as the Euclidean distance between two actions. First, we compared action changes between positive and negative feedback conditions. The action change following a score of 10 (10 points above the minimum point 0) in the positive condition was compared to the action change following -40 (10 points above the minimum point -50) in the negative condition. Paired t-tests revealed no significant difference between positive and negative conditions for either the DM task (t(23) = -1.00, p = 0.32, d = -0.21; Bars in Fig 11) or the MO task (t(23) = -0.26, p = 0.79, d = -0.05; Bars in Fig 11) . Model predictions were given in Fig 9. Next, we considered whether gains and losses are better measured relative to a reference point. Prospect theory suggests that gains and losses are measured relative to a reference point that may shift with recent experience [18, 38] . It follows that within the current study, participants may have thought of gains and losses relative to the best score achieved so far while searching for the current target. For example, a participant who received a score of 22 on their 8th attempt might see this as a loss of 13 given that their best score so far (on attempt 4) was 35. Therefore, during the 25 attempts, the current best score could be thought of as the current reference point. A score that was better than the reference point can be defined as a gain, and a score worse than this reference point a loss. Decision-making during motor learning Participant data was pooled across the positive and negative feedback conditions by transforming a negative score into its positive equivalent. We investigated action change on attempt t + 1 as a function of the maximum points achieved up to t − 1 (the reference point). A gain was a score that was better than the reference point on attempt t, and a loss was a score that was worse or equal to the reference point on attempt t (Fig 12) . Paired t-tests indicated that the action change following a loss was statistically greater than the action change following a gain in both the DM task (t ( This suggests that participant sensitivity to gains and losses was possibly independent of the positive and negative feedback conditions but in fact related to a shifting reference frame determined by their current best score.
Discussion
Summary
Our goal was to examine whether explorative motor learning [13, 14] and decision-making could be modelled as the (approximately) optimal solution to a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process [25] bounded by noisy neural information processing. To achieve this, we studied performance during an explorative motor learning task [13] and a decision-making task which had a similar underlying structure with the exception that it was not subject to motor noise. The solution to the defined POMDP explained 0.94 of the variance in the decision-making task, and 0.76 of the variance in the explorative motor learning task. Importantly, we did not fit the model to the motor learning data but predicted it based on parameters derived from the decision-making task and a separate motor noise task. In addition, the model was also able to explain (1) varying performance across different target trajectories, (2) the magnitude of action change after different scores, and (3) the differences in the magnitude of action change between gains and losses. Action change relative to the current highest score (the reference point). Action change on attempt t + 1 was plotted as a function of the maximum points achieved up to t − 1 (the reference point) for the DM task (left panel) and MO task (right panel). If the score on attempt t was greater than the reference point, then the action change at t + 1 was considered as an action after a gain (black circle). If the score on attempt t was smaller than the reference point, then the action change after this score (t + 1) was considered as an action after a loss (black cross). Model (green) predictions are also provided. The bars represent the mean action change in the DM task (left panel) and the MO task (right panel). Error bars represent 95% CI across participants.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005503.g012
Decision-making during motor learning Explorative motor learning and decision-making A key contribution of the work reported here is to furthering our understanding of the relationship between motor learning and decision making. In the reported studies, the decisionmaking task allowed measurement of a participant's ability to make use of information in previous attempts. Participants with a high likelihood uncertainty were less able to integrate this information and were slower learners. Participants with a low likelihood uncertainty were more able to integrate information and were faster learners. Given an equivalent level of motor noise, participants who were faster learners in the decision-making task were also faster learners in the reaching task.
We can draw this conclusion because of the modelling approach that we used. We used the likelihood uncertainty parameter estimated from the decision-making task, and the individual motor noise estimated from the motor noise task, to predict motor learning behaviour. Importantly, we found that the model performed significantly worse when averaged parameters (across all participants) were used rather than parameters derived from each individual's behaviour. This suggests that taking into account individual performance during both the decision-making and motor noise tasks was important for explaining behaviour during the explorative motor learning task. Finally, we showed that performance during the decisionmaking task was similar to performance in the reaching task if motor noise was added to the decision-making task's feedback. This provides strong empirical evidence for the predicted relationship between explorative motor learning, decision-making and motor noise within our model.
Although the decision-making task was designed to have a similar underlying structure to the reaching task there were still differences. For example, unlike the explicit visual cues of orthogonally organised actions in the decision-making task, the relationship between the two parameters was less intuitive in the reaching task. It is possible that this could have led to these parameters being treated more dependently in the reaching task. For instance, the errors of these two parameters were correlated during the 'motor noise' task (r = 0.52, p = 0.008). However, Dam et al., (2013) [13] , who used a near identical motor learning task, showed that participants were able to isolate direction and curvature so that they only altered the parameter being currently rewarded. We believe our results suggest that participants treated the parameters in a similar fashion within the reaching task and decision-making task. For example, the rate of error reduction for the two dimensions was similar within each task, indicating that participants explored both parameters simultaneously, while also implying a comparable strategy across both tasks. Another potential difference was that there were clearly defined discrete action options (grid-design) in the decision-making task. It has previously been shown that there are limits to the sensory and motor system's ability to distinguish endless continuous options [42, 43] . For example, our ability to distinguish two shades of grey is limited rather than continuous. This suggests that the motor learning task may also have involved a set of discrete action options. However, our tasks were not designed to measure participant ability to distinguish between trajectories that varied in direction and curvature. Therefore, it was not possible to define what these discrete action options could have been during the motor learning task. Future work could examine whether the ability of the decision-making task to predict explorative motor learning is improved by creating a grid-size which directly reflected participant's ability to distinguish trajectories with different curvature and directions.
It was also clear that our model did not fully explain motor learning behaviour. For example, the model predicted faster learning rates and higher plateaus than what was achieved by the participants for a number of trajectories in the reaching task. These trajectories had large amounts of curvature and also began on one side of the central line and finished on the opposite side. These elements appeared to make the trajectories more difficult for the participants than the model. One might argue that these types of trajectories are less likely to be performed in everyday life and therefore are more difficult to find through exploration [44, 45] . Alternatively, such 'two-direction' movements may be more difficult to execute. To improve the model's performance, future work could utilise a more sensitive measure of motor noise by obtaining a curvature and direction noise measurement for each of the trajectories examined.
Exploration and motor noise for motor learning
Variability in movement is a fundamental component in motor behaviour. It is caused by numerous factors including planning, sensory and neuromuscular noise [46] . Researchers often categorise variability into two sources: exploration and motor noise. Exploration represents the variability which results from 'intentional' exploration of different actions [15] . While motor noise represents the variability observed when attempting to repeat a single action [24] . Previous work has examined the differential role of exploration and motor noise in motor learning [14, 15, 46] . For example, Wu et al., (2014) found a positive relationship between motor noise and motor learning [14] . This is in contrast to our, and others [15] , results which showed a strong negative relationship between motor noise and the rate of motor learning. However, this difference in findings might be explained by differences in experimental design. Whereas Wu et al.'s (2014) participants were provided with visual guidance for a trajectory (which differed from the reward trajectory), our participants were provided with a reward signal but not provided with visual guidance. In Wu et al.'s (2014) task success was based on the similarity between a participant's attempted path and a reward shape that was similar but independent from the guided shape. Therefore, participants would have initially attempted to execute the guided shape; individuals with higher motor noise would deviate from this shape to a greater degree and thus be more likely to find the underlying rewarded shape. In contrast, in our study learning was achieved by determining the relationship between attempted actions and their associated points where the points were based on the executed action not the intended action. As motor noise represented the gap between the intended and executed action, the greater the motor noise, the more difficult and slower the process of learning the relationship between actions and points was likely to be. He et al., (2016) have shown that motor variability can have a complicated relationship with learning: positive, negative and neutral [46] . They emphasised that it is important to consider the relationship between motor noise and learning in a task-specific manner [46] .
Neural basis of explorative learning
Defining explorative motor learning as a sequential decision-making task suggests that this form of motor learning could be dependent on brain areas more commonly associated with cognitive decision-making such as the frontal cortex and basal ganglia [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] . However, it is unclear how varying levels of motor noise alter this type of 'cognitive' learning. Although with a very different task, it has recently been shown that explorative motor learning is impaired in patients with cerebellar damage who show increased levels of motor noise [15] . One suggestion is that the cerebellum predicts the sensory state of an action and feeds it to the basal ganglia [55] or frontal cortex [56] , which in turn estimates the value of the new state through reinforcement processes. Without the cerebellum, predicted action outcomes may be poorly represented, or even unknown, and so linking them to reward values would be more difficult. This increased (motor) noise in predicting movement outcomes could lead to greater uncertainty with respect to reward based predictions and thus a reduced ability, or reluctance, to adapt behaviour [57, 58] . Although we are not suggesting that participants in our study, who displayed increased motor noise had a damaged cerebellum, such a neural mechanism could readily explain our results.
Gains and losses
Although a great deal of research has investigated cognitive decision-making [18, 59, 60] , only recently have researchers begun to examine motor-based decision-making [17, 19] . Some studies have shown humans perform optimally when making motor decisions, in contrast with markedly sub-optimal and biased performance in economic decision-making [20, 61] . In contrast, other studies have revealed similar sub-optimal behaviour across motor and cognitive decision-making tasks [20, 62] . One of the most influential findings in decision-making is that people behave asymmetrically with gains and losses (e.g., loss aversion, [18] ). When initially comparing performance with positive or negative feedback, we observed no observable differences. However, one of the difficulties in defining gains and losses during a dynamic learning process is that the definition of gains and losses is highly dependent on previous experience [18, 37, 63] . This is known as a reference point in economic decision-making tasks, with the value and importance of the reference point being altered by task instructions and feedback [18, 63] . For example, providing a running total on the screen causes participants to make choices based on this reference point rather than making an independent decision based on the current trial [37] . Therefore, we decided to collapse the data across positive and negative feedback and instead look at participant behaviour in terms of whether a trial was better (gain) or worse (loss) than the maximum (best) achieved so far. This reference point was chosen as it reflected the instructions of the task. By defining the score relative to this dynamic reference point, we found participants made substantially larger changes in behaviour following a loss compared to a gain. This suggests that when comparing positive (reward) and negative (punishment) feedback in motor learning [23, 64, 65] a clear understanding of the reference point being used by the participants is crucial. In other words, it should not be assumed that positive feedback is always a gain and negative feedback is always a loss [37] . Interestingly, our model shows that the asymmetric response of participants to gains and losses is not irrational. Rather, participants are responding optimally given their likelihood and motor uncertainty. Essentially, what the model does is discover the bounded optimality of the loss-shift/win-stay heuristic.
Partially Observable Markov Decision Process
The reported model builds on preceding work that has explored the use of POMDP, and related models, for explaining various aspects of human decision-making [27, 28, 31, 32, [39] [40] [41] . Framing the model as a POMDP allowed us to calculate the (approximately) optimal strategy given certain pre-defined constraints. It is this calculation that allows the model to make predictions of behaviour in the reaching task given parameters set to the decision-making task and the motor noise task. In other words, the strategy is determined by the optimisation and not by the theorist picking a strategy that fits the data. The behaviour predicted by the optimal policy is therefore the rational behaviour given the constraints. The POMDP framing thereby serves the goal of drawing a causal relationship between the theoretical constraints and the behaviour (assuming rationality, [32] ). If theorists are to progress in explaining human behaviour then they must move away from fitting models to the data that they are trying to explain [31] . The POMDP framing supports such a move.
One advantage of a POMDP framing is that models framed in this way are readily falsifiable. The modelling involves specifying the states, actions, observations and rewards (a POMDP problem), computing the optimal policy, and comparing the predicted behaviour to the observed human behaviour. If there are discrepancies between the predictions and the observed human behaviour, alternate theories of the constraints can be explored, the model can be refined, and the process repeated. This iterative process leads to the assertion of a set of theoretical constraints that would lead a rational human generating the observed behaviours [29, 32, 66] .
However, in practice, POMDPs are often computationally intractable to solve exactly. Computer scientists have developed methods that approximate solutions for POMDPs. More recent work has made use of sampling techniques, generalisation techniques and the exploitation of the problem's structure to extend POMDP into large domains with millions of states [67] . Importantly, this work provides a basis to attempt more comprehensive techniques in order to better approximate the optimal solution for this task.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we modelled behaviour during an explorative motor learning task and a decision-making task with similar underlying structure using a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP). The model was able to predict performance in motor learning by using parameters estimated from the decision-making task and a separate motor noise task. This suggests that explorative motor learning could be considered as a sequential decisionmaking process that is adjusted for motor noise. This work reinforces the view that the mechanisms which control decision-making and motor behaviour are highly integrated and raises interesting questions regarding the neural origin of explorative motor learning.
Methods and models
Ethics statement and subjects
The study was approved by Ethical Review Committee of the University of Birmingham, UK, and was in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants. Participants were recruited through online advertising and received monetary compensation upon completion of the study. Thirty-two healthy individuals were recruited for the two experiments. All were naïve to the task, had normal/corrected vision, and reported to have no history of any neurological condition (Mean age: 26.46 ± 5.96; 17 females; 25 right handed). Twenty-six participants participated in Experiment 1 (however, one withdrew during the experiment due to personal reasons; another one did not finish the experiment due to equipment malfunction). Six new individuals participated in Experiment 2.
Experiment 1
Procedure. All participants completed both the motor learning (reaching) task and the decision-making task; the order was counterbalanced across the participants. In addition, all participants completed the motor noise measurement task prior to the main motor learning task.
Explorative motor learning task. Participants were seated with their heads supported by a chin-rest (Fig 1A) , looking down at a horizontal (65cm × 40cm) mirror, which reflected taskrelated stimuli from a computer screen. The mirror blocked direct observation of the index finger, which was instead represented on the mirror via a circular green cursor (0.25cm diameter). Index finger position was recorded at a sampling rate of 120Hz by a Fastrak motion tracking system (Polhemus, USA) through a custom Matlab (Mathworks, USA) program. Participants were asked to draw trajectories (Fig 1B) by sliding their index finger from a central start position (1cm 2 square) across the surface of a desk towards a target line positioned 15cm (Y-direction) in front of the start position (the thick black line in Fig 1B) . This target line had a length of 50cm (X-direction), with the end of movement being defined as the point at which the index finger (represented by the green cursor) hit this line. Each participant attempted to match 24 different, invisible target trajectories that varied in both direction and curvature [13] . All participants experienced the same set of 24 target trajectories that were given in a random order (Fig 1C) . The shapes of the trajectories were defined by:
where the y-coordinates (Y) represented the reaching depth, which was 15 cm, and the x-coordinates (X) of the trajectory were determined by two parameters, direction (α) and curvature ( , β) , where α 2 A, β 2 B, each of which is a target parameter pair. All target trajectories were confined within a quadrangular table-top space of 46.5cm in width and 15cm in depth (Fig 1C) . Participants were permitted to generate trajectories within a space of 50cm in width and 15cm in depth, with this being defined by an outer white square displayed on the mirror (Fig 1A and  1B) . Importantly, these 24 targets were generated to be evenly distributed across the workspace, so that learning was minimally affected by a target location bias (Fig 1C) . Participants made 25 attempts to approximate each desired target trajectory (Fig 1B) . Each attempted trajectory resulted in a score that indicated the proximity of the attempted trajectory to the target trajectory. The 24 target trajectories were randomly divided into two feedback conditions (12 of each): a positive feedback condition and a negative feedback condition. In the positive feedback condition, points ranged from 0 to 50, with greater magnitude indicating greater similarity between the attempted and target trajectory. In the negative feedback condition, points ranged from −50 to 0, with greater magnitude indicating reduced similarity between the attempted and target trajectory. Hence, the goal for the positive feedback condition was to achieve 50 points, whereas for the negative feedback condition it was to achieve 0 points (i.e., avoiding losing points). These points were directly related to monetary incentive (2 points were equivalent to 1 pence). Participants were told which of the two feedback conditions they were in at any time. Participants were informed that they would receive the highest reward or lowest punishment that they achieved from the trajectory attempts for each target trajectory. Each target search was terminated by either finding the hidden trajectory, and so obtaining a maximal score, or by reaching attempts. Movement duration was defined as the time between the cursor leaving the start position and it hitting the target line (Fig 1B) . If the movement duration was < 700ms or > 1500ms, the attempt was deemed invalid, leading to the score being withheld and the trial being repeated. Hence, a total of 25 valid attempts were permitted per target trajectory. After each valid attempt, participants were presented with the feedback. Positive feedback was presented in yellow text as 'You won xx points.', while negative feedback was presented in red text as 'You lost xx points'. For invalid trials, no score feedback was provided and instead the home square turned from white to either red (if the movement was too slow) or green (if the movement was too fast).
To determine the score, each attempted trajectory was fitted to Eq 1 in order to obtain an estimate of its direction and curvature parameters. The error in the direction was: Δα = |α target − α attempt |, and the error in curvature was: Δβ = |β target − β attempt |. The feedback score (Eq 2) was determined by the total error (ε) of the attempt along both dimensions: ε = 1 − (0.5 × Δα + 0.5 × Δβ) [13] . Therefore, the score (points) in the positive feedback condition were integers in [0, 50] . The score (points) in the negative feedback condition were integers in [-50,0] .
Motor noise measurement task. Unlike the main learning task where the target trajectories were hidden, a series of trajectories was displayed on the screen. All participants experienced the same set of 10 trajectories which were given in a random order. As in the main motor learning task, each trajectory was defined by a parameter pair (α, β) as in Eq 1. These trajectories were formed by a Cartesian product of A = [-0.7,0.7] and B = [-0.8,-0.4,0,0.4,0.8], which contains a set of 10 ordered parameter pairs (α, β), where α 2 A, β 2 B. These trajectories were not repeated during the main experiment. During this task, the participants could see a circular green cursor that tracked the index finger.
For each displayed trajectory, the participants were asked to trace it within a time window that was identical to the one used in the main experiment (> 700ms and < 1500ms). Only the movements that were within this time window were deemed valid traces. No score feedback was provided during the motor noise task. For each invalid trace, the home square turned from white to either red (if the movement was too slow) or green (if the movement was too fast). Five valid traces were performed for each trajectory (Fig 4A) .
To measure the execution error due to motor noise, each valid trace was fitted to Eq 1 to obtain a pair of estimated direction and curvature parameters. By comparing the estimated direction and curvature parameters with the target parameters, we obtained one direction error and one curvature error for each valid trace. Therefore, we had 5 pairs of errors for each target (5 valid traces). Each participant was asked to trace 10 target trajectories. Hence, we collected 50 errors in the direction and 50 errors in the curvature. For each participant, we calculated the standard deviation across the errors in the direction and curvature parameters and used these two standard deviations as our measure of their motor noise in the direction and curvature dimensions, respectively.
Decision-making task. Participants in this task were interacting with an interface using a computer mouse. The interface was designed using Matlab and displayed on a desktop PC. The interface consisted of a two-dimensional grid, in which there were 21 × 21 cells (Fig 1D) . The horizontal and vertical dimension were defined with two parameters: α and β respectively, akin to the direction and curvature parameters in the reaching task. Both parameters ranged from -1 to 1 with 0.1 increments. The parameter values were assigned to the cells in a spatially ordered manner. Specifically, the cells in the same row had the same β values, but with α values ordered from -1 to 1 with an 0.1 increment (from left to right, Fig 1D) ; the cells in the same column had the same α values, but with β values ordered from -1 to 1 with an 0.1 increment (from bottom to top, Fig 1D) . Therefore, each cell of the grid corresponded to a unique combination of the two parameters. When one of the cells (i.e., one parameter pair) was chosen as a target cell, the score associated with each of the cells was then calculated based on Eq 2. That is, the score for decision-making task was calculated using the same function as in the reaching task. Once a cell was chosen (mouse-clicked), an associated score would appear in the feedback window at the top of the screen.
Participants were asked to search for a series of 24 hidden target cells by exploring the cells on the grid. The participants were told that the rows and columns represented different values in an ordinal space. Similar to the reaching task, the 24 target cells were randomly divided into two feedback conditions (12 of each): a positive feedback condition and a negative feedback condition. Again participants were informed that they would receive the highest reward or lowest punishment that they achieved from the 25 attempts for each target cell. Each target search was terminated by either finding the hidden target cell, and so obtaining a maximal score, or by reaching 25 attempts. The . These pairs were intentionally different to the reaching task however covered the same workspace where both the two parameters ranged from -1 to 1 with 0.1 increments.
Therefore, a target cell in the decision-making task could be considered identical to a target trajectory in the reaching task as they were both defined by a combination of α and β within a similar workspace. In addition, the score for the decision-making task was calculated using the same function as in the reaching task (Eq 2). Therefore, we believe this provided two explorative learning tasks that were analogous except that the decision-making task did not involve motor uncertainty/noise between the planned and executed behaviours.
Payoff scheme. At the onset of the experiment, participants were given £5 in cash. They were informed that their final payoff would be increased by the positive points obtained across both tasks, and decreased by the negative points across both tasks. Although participants were informed of their best score at the end of each target trajectory/cell, they were not given a running total until the end of the experiment. The experiment lasted around 90 minutes. Their average points achieved for the decision-making task was 595 ± 8.71, and 469 ± 81.0 in the reaching task. The average total payment was £10.32 ± £0.42.
Experiment 2
All participants first completed the motor noise measurement task. This task was the same as in Experiment 1. Participants then completed the motor learning (reaching) task, followed by a different version of the decision-making task (i.e., with motor noise added into the feedback score). The reaching task was the same as in Experiment 1 except that the participants were asked to find half of the target trajectories (i.e. 12) with positive feedback (points ranged from 0 to 50). That is, only the positive condition in Experiment 1 was replicated in Experiment 2. These 12 target trajectories were formed by [α, β] pairs shown in Table 2 .
In the decision-making task, participants were asked to find 12 hidden target cells (Table 2 ) with positive feedback (points ranged from 0 to 50). Unlike the decision-making task in Experiment 1, the 'motor noise' was added to the feedback score as follows. Recall that, for each participant, we calculated the standard deviations of the direction errors and the curvature errors during the noise measurement task. We used these two standard deviations, σ dir and σ cur , as the measure of their direction motor noise and curvature motor noise respectively. For a clicked cell with parameters [α attempt , β attempt ], the feedback score was based on ½a 
Model for the decision-making task
The decision-making task is formulated as a POMDP as follows [25] . There is a set of states S, each of which corresponds to an event in which the target is one of the cells in the grid (Fig  1D) . At any time step t, the environment is in a state s t ði; jÞ 2 S, where i and j indicate the target location in the grid, i 2 Note that the underlying state of the environment (i.e. the target cell) remains unchanged within each episode. Therefore, the transition function T equals to 1 only when s 0 = s; it equals 0 otherwise. That is, the state transition matrix is the identity matrix. After taking the action a, the model also receives two signals from the environment: an observation o 2 O and a reward r 2 R (cost if the value is negative). In our task, the observation and reward are equal, which is the feedback score (points between 0 and 50 (or [-50 :0]). The feedback score is calculated based on the hidden target location (i.e. state) and the clicked cell (i.e. action) as in the experiment (Eq 2).
For the decision-making task, one assumption is that participant performance was constrained by the fact that they were naïve to the underlying equation used to generate the score. We model this with a likelihood uncertainty parameter Γ ('Gamma'), which represents the uncertainty the score would receive for the current action if a target cell is in a certain location. Specifically, the observation function is the conditional density of the observation given the true state of the environment and the action, p(o t |s, a t ). This function is normally distributed around the true score (based on Eq 2); the standard deviation of this normal distribution is the likelihood uncertainty parameter Γ: pðo t js; a t Þ $ N ðtrueScoreðs; a t Þ; GÞ ð3Þ
Given the defined POMDP, an algorithm is then used to acquire the optimal control policy (an approximate solution was used in our model). This is the control policy that maximises the expected sum of rewards over 25 steps:
where r(t) is the reward on time step t, E represents the expected value over all the uncertainty in the task performance. Hence, for example, if the model is certain about the state (i.e., target cell), then the control policy (for action selection) becomes trivial (i.e., clicking the target cell on each of the 25 steps), thus the expected reward in this situation would be: E½ P 25 t¼1 ð50Þ ¼ 50, given that the reward (points) obtained for clicking on the target cell is 50. As the model is unsure of the target location (i.e., the model does not directly observe the underlying state of the environment), it must rely on its history of actions and observations. This history is used to estimate the current (unobserved) state (i.e. to estimate where the target is given the action/observation history). This history information is succinctly captured by the belief state. The belief state is a posterior probability distribution over the state space given past observations and actions. The action selection is thus then based on the belief state. Our approach involves a Bayesian belief update for state estimate and a control part for action selection (Fig 6) . The control part is to select actions, so as to maximise the expected reward (approximately).
Bayesian belief update. Specifically, the states are discrete in our task, S ¼ sði; jÞ; i 2 ½1 : 21; j 2 ½1 : 21. A belief state is therefore represented as a matrix of probabilities whose size is the same as the state space. The belief state at time step t is: b t ði; jÞ 2 B, i 2 , a 1,2,3,. . .,t−1 , and observations o 1,2,3,. . .,t−1 . The initial belief state b 0 (red arrow in the right of Fig 6) was assumed to be an uniform distribution across the state space. That is, without any evidence, the model believes that the environment is equally possible to be in one of the states.
The update process is as follows. where the likelihood p(o t |s, a t ) denotes the conditional density of the observation given the true state of the environment and the action. As mentioned, p(o t |s, a t ) is normally distributed around the true score with the standard deviation Γ (Eq 3) (The implementation details can be found in S1 Text and also in online code).
Action selection. The belief state is the best estimate of the current state given the observation/action history, and the action is chosen by the optimal control policy (Fig 6) . That is, the POMDP is now a belief-state MDP. Any solution that solves MDP could be, theoretically, used to solve this problem, including Q-learning [68] , Value/Policy Iteration [16] . However, in practice, POMDPs are often computationally intractable to solve exactly, so computer scientists have developed methods that approximate solutions for POMDPs. We used one of the approximated solutions called QMDP [69, 70] . The logic is that the value of each action given a belief, Qðb; aÞ; b 2 B; a 2 A, is equal to the sum of the expected reward after taking this action in each state, Q(s,a), multiplied by the probability of the agent being in that state, b(s): where t is the time step within one episode. The state-action value function Q(S,A) could be derived using any standard solution for MDP (Markov Decision Process) [16] . Due to the simplicity of our task, Q(S,A) is relatively straightforward to calculate. As mentioned, the underlying state (i.e. the target cell) remained the same within 25 steps (t = 1: 25) of each episode. Therefore s t+1 = s t = s (Eq 8). Recall, the state means where the target cell is, so knowing the state means knowing where the target cell is. Therefore after the action at time step t (a t = a), the best action is clicking the target cell (denoted as a s ) as it gives the highest reward. Therefore, Eq 8 could be expanded as: The original QMDP algorithm [69] then selects the action that yields the highest value on the belief state. One known disadvantage of the QMDP method is that it lacks exploration. To remedy this shortcoming [71] , the action selection in our model was based on the value of each action relative to the value of all the actions (i.e., soft-max action selection). The probability of choosing an action a was calculated as: 
With τ = 0, action selection is totally random. As τ increased, the action selection becomes more dependent on the value function QðB; A). Therefore, the exploration was inversely proportional to the uncertainty in the value function. It has been shown that a temperature schedule that begins with a high level of exploration but then leads to exploration gradually decreasing as learning progresses generally leads to higher expected reward [72] . However, there is no consensus regarding which decreasing schedule is optimal [72] . In our model, τ was set to τ 0 /t, where τ 0 is a constant and t is the number of attempts. The τ 0 (between 1 to 15) that generated the highest mean points across 25 attempts was chosen for each Γ (Fig 7) . The model's performance reported in the main results is based on an average over 100 runs.
Model for the reaching task
Next, a model for the reaching task is introduced by adding motor noise to the model for the decision-making task.
In the decision-making task model, the action space is A ¼ aði; jÞ, where i 2 a(i, j) represents the event of clicking the cell [i, j] in the grid. That is, each action has two properties i and j, which represent the cell location in the decision-making task. Given that the participants were able to click the exact cells they wanted during the task, there was no noise/ uncertainty between the planned actions and executed actions. In the reaching task, these two properties of an action were the direction and curvature of the movement. Due to motor noise, and a lack of informative visual feedback, there was uncertainty between the planned and executed action.
The model for the reaching task was identical to the decision-making model, except that motor noise was now added (Execution, Fig 6) . Recall that, for each participant, we calculated the standard deviations of the direction errors and the curvature errors during the noise measurement task. We used these two standard deviations, σ dir and σ cur , as the measure of their direction motor noise and curvature motor noise respectively. The motor noise was added to the planned action as follows. The planned action with direction i and curvature j, a [ 
The motor noise also affects the belief-action value function estimate. Specifically, for the reaching task, the score received after taking action a at state s (i.e. r t+1 |s t = s, a t = a) is also determined by motor noise. That is, even if the target trajectory is known, the reward of executing the planed action is affected by motor noise. Therefore Eq 10 is modified as Eq 14 below. 
